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Operational data

Cut in windspeed

Nominal power at

Cut out windspeed

82.4 m

5300 m2

17 I 11 rpm

CombiStall@

Self-supporting, 840

40m

Full span pitching

Active, fail-safe

3-stage planetary/helical

Fail-safe disc brake

Asynchronous

2300/400 kw
1500/ 1000 rpm

690 V

Active

Microprocessor

Tapered tubular

60 m, B0 m or site-specific

3 m/s

15 m/s

25 mls
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TECH N ICAL SPECI FICATIONS

Note: The calculated power curve data are valid for standard conditions of 1 5 degrees Celsius air temperature

I 01 3 mBar air pressure and I .225 kg/m3air density, clean rotor blades, and horizontal, undisturbed air flow.
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NACELLE ARRENGEMENT

1 . Spinner

3. Blade

5. Rotor hub

1. Main shaft

9. Disc brake

1 1. Service crane

'13. Automatic monitoring system

1 5. Yaw qear

2. Spinner bracket

1. Pitch bearing

6. Main bearing

8. Gearbox

10. Coupling

12. Generator

14. h,,leteorological sensors

16. Yaw nng

Nacelle bedplate

Oil filter

Oli cooler

18.

20.
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Tower

Canopy

Generator fan
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The BONUS 2.3 l\,lw wind turbrne is the largest and most

powerful model in the Bonus product range. The up-scaling

means greater yield with maximum safety - and a competitive

price.

The design of the 2.3 MW turbine is similar to, and is

based upon earlier MW merdels and draws on the extensive

operational expenence of these turbines as well as of earlier

600 kW versions.

GENERAL DESIGN

The overall design of ali Bonus wind turbines is based on the

so-called "Danish Concept", characterised by:

. An rnduction generator directly connected to

and on-line with the electric grid

. Several independent fail-safe operatrng systems

including automatic air brakes and hydraulic disc brakes.

Even though many other manufacturers use thrs concept,

specific design features distinguish Bonus turbines from the

rest - features which have charactensed all Bonus models

during the last decade.

The 2.3 MW has a separate non-integral gearbox, with

a separate main sha{t, iherei:y providing greater flexibility

in design and mainlenance. Major components such as the

rotor hub, rnain shaft, gearb,ox, and nacelle yaw systems are

robustly engineered.

ROTOR

The 2.3 MW turbine has CombrStall@ power regulation.

The blades can be pitched B0 degrees and during operatron

in high winds, the pitch settrng rs cont,nuously acilusted to

maintain an average output of 2.3 MW, irrespective of the

weather conditrons. The blade adjustment is also used for

optimising the output at low wind speeds. When the turbine

is shut down, the blades act as aerodynamic brakes, turnrng

80 degrees frcm the normal operational setting. Each blade

has its own independent actuating system.

BLADES

The 840 blades are made of fibreglass rernforced epoxy. Their

aerodynamrc design represents state-of-the-art rvind turbrne

technology, and the structural design is based on the experi-

ences of the Bonus B30 blade type.

MACHINE DESIGN

The Bonus 2.3 MW has the most recent type of machine

arangement developed by Bonus. The nacelle bedplate is a

massive non-welded steel construction, providing optimal

strength.

72 BONUS 2.3 MW turbines at Nystud Affsttc:re as

yet anather praof af the trustwortttiness that has

been Sonus's trademark trorn lhe verv start.

The main shaft is long and the path of load transfer is

designed to act symrnetrically around the tower axis for an

optimum transfer of hending moments to the yaw system

and tower. The resuit is a simple, rugged, and attractive

machine structure, enclosed in a steel canopy.

TRANSMISSION

The transmission system consists of gearbox, coupling and

generator. trhe gearbox is a three-staqe planetarylhelical

design. A flexible coupling transfers the power to the gen-

erator. The gearbox and the generator have independent

cooling systems both located in the rear end oi the nacelle,

exhausting through an efficient silencer. Both generator

windings are optimised to provide maximum efficiency at low

and medium power levels.

5AFETY SY§TEMS

The turbine has two independent safety systems, the aero-

dynamic brakes and a rnechanrcal dirc brake. Both systems

are iail-safe and each system is capable of shutting down the

turbine even in the unlikely situation thåt the other system

should fail. The wind turbine has a two-stage braking systenr,

applying reduced torque during norrnal shntdown, with fuil

torque availability in possihle emergency situations.

CONI'ROLLLIR

The turhine has a mrcroprocessor control with a portable

hand lerminal. All controller activities for operation, service

and statistics are provided both at the tower base and in the

nacelle. Opticnal remote monitoring is Windows-based and

offers operational ståtus, slatistics and changes of operating

pårameters from the owner's facilities.

IUVVTK

The 2.3 MW turbine is mounted on a tubular steel tower. The

tower has internal ascent and direct access to the yaw system

and naceiie. lt is equipped with electric lrghting and can

optionally be fitted with internal personnel hoist.

C HARACI'ERISTICS

Features which have been characteristic of Bor/us for years are

also applied to the 2.3 MW iurbine: Consistenl attentron to

noise control, a heavy-duty structure with ample design mar-

gins and a uniforrn high ievel of quality maintarned through-

out the machine, from the overall concept to the last detarls.

BONUS tnergy Al5 - Botupvej 16 DK-7330 Brande

Phone: +15 9942 2222 - Fax: r45 9999 22-22

wwvt.bonus.dk - bonus@bonus.dk
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